Company Name:

Toolkit Websites Ltd

Primary Trade:

Web Design/Internet Services

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Marcus Green

Full Address:

Unit 36, Basepoint Business Centre,
Harts Farm Way
Havant,
Hampshire,

Postcode:

PO9 1HS

Contact Telephone:

02380 633 644

Contact Email:

support@thetoolkit.co.uk

Contact Fax:

0845 458 0085

Company Website:

http://www.toolkitwebsites.co.uk

Company Number:

Contact Mobile:

Comments:
Location map:
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Services Provided:
Web Design/Internet Services
Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

4

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
01-Jun-2018

Very professional and helpful. Definitely would
recommend them

31-Jan-2017

Toolkit Websites simply have to be the best in the
whole of the South West. They are 100% professional
and wholly committed to delivering a personalized,
dedicated and bespoke service to its customers. My
initial inquiry was responded to immediately and fully
explained. I was given time and encouraged to ask
questions about the service. A senior program project
manager was assigned who managed my website
design and build from scratch to launch. She had
insight into what was important for me. Once I said
what I needed she was able to build the site to my
specification and request. Always supportive, patient,
helpful friendly professional and expert, I felt in the
safest of hands. I never had a moments worry as they
took care of the whole build and management. The
project manager took my dream and made it a creative
and inspirational reality. No one could do better than to
contact Toolkit Website Ltd for a no nonsense,
straightforward and worry free experience. My website
is go ready and I cannot thank them enough. The
whole team worked smoothly together to deliver a first
class service. I felt I always had a supportive contact
throughout to discuss any last minute changes right up
to sign off... Thank you Toolkit website and staff!!!
You're an amazing team.

16-Feb-2016

Wow what an amazing business with a great team who
really understand what the customer wants and then
strive to achieve it. Thank you.

24-Sep-2015

Great customer focused service. Consulted on the
design of my website through every step of the
process, with my ideas and suggestions listened to and
incorporated. I felt that I had a team of people behind
the project driving it forward to completion. Good value
for money and great customer support too.
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